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It appears well documented that school psychologigts spend a

majority of their time involved in the assessment and placement of

children in special education (e.g. Hughes, 1979). Most of the

data collected during this process appearnormativedn nature,

at least for acadeMically related variables, as is appropriate

in specifying degree of deviance: Even so, evidence.increasingly

indicates that data collected during an assessment may play little

part in classification decisions (Thurlow. Ysseldyke,1979), or

that many measures are collected on hypothetital processes,w4th no

demonstradle functional relationship to the, acquisition 'of academic

skills (Arter.& Jenkins, 1978; Ysseldyke,& Mirkin, 1982). Additionallk,r.

'the !type of data that are'collected,4.g. IQ, achievment, perceptual

process measures, seem to indicate an explicit or implicit ISsumption'

op the part of school psychologist'that assessment of'variableS located
t

within the.child" is all that is needed to 'define ot treat academic,

problems. Such a conceptualization clearly ignores both.the relationshiii

of the classroom ecology to manifestation of academic problems, and
I

the data about efficacious interventions with academic problems

(Kazdin, 1982). In this light there has been an increasing call for

school psycholagists to spend time collecting data that are functionally

related to the planning of academic interventions (e.g-. Ysseldyke,,

Mirkin, 1982).

This paper will outline a s t of basic premises and alternative

assessment procedur5.1 for school psychologists that still allowS for

descriptionof the degree ofi/ difference between expected and actual

achieverent but also lead to a functional analysis of events contri-
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buting to the prOblem, and to theuse of collected data in planning
%

and implementing interventions. The suggested pro6edures wil

recognized as basic applietbehavior analysis; however, a unique

conceptualization of speciric classrobm variables, materials, and

measures related to acade is problems is offered. It is assumed

that the procedUreg WoUld be used by a school psychologist

operating within a co ultation Mode' (Bergan, 1977) or a behavioral

school psychology podel (4eMItz Shapiro, in press). The scope of

the paper limited to acadiemiccproblems.

BAs premises. It is held that children are referred to school

psychologists befause someone was concerned about the discrepancy 4

between ,,the actual child performance, and expected perrorMance in'one

or ire academic areas. Several assumptions follow this. Fist,
. -

*6

tha desired eventual of the referral is to increase the

level

Secondly,

for,mance.

tudent performance to acceptable or expected levels.

hat it' is the discrepancy between actual-and deSred perms

at must be assessed and targeted for intervention. In

_order to make assessment data effectively relate to intervention

an analysiS of contributi.r variables must be conducted as well.as

an identification of the aeuaI academic problem.

Most norm based measures of academic chievment or variables.,

hypothesized to be causal of poor

thig purpose for

i) do not overlapd

(Jenkins & Pany,

measuring skills

assessing skills

achieveme t are inadequate for

several reasons. Standardized achievemeht'ttetts

rferent curricular sequences in a uniform fashion

1978; Leinhardt See ld, 1982),thus either not

in which a student has been provided instruction; or

in which no instruction has been provided. The ddiq-66
-
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of bias between various tests is often" quite Irene (noteA). The concept-

ualization and assik*ment of variables causingvpoor academic performance

within current practife jilewise seems awry. Faulty learning stylet,
,

.

gleaned from IQ tests or othAr meaktres, perceptual deficits, or informatior
c t

Processing deficits oftep assessed by school psychologists hwie not

been functierany demonstrated to be +sal 'Variables (Arter & Jenkins,
...,

1978; Ysseldyke & Mirkinil512) in, academie problems. fn der

to -effectivy identify the proble and plarofor remediati n, data

must betaken that directly bear o the child's academicliroblemsin the
I

classroom and the curricul equencek actually utilized'in instructi

The following premises are offered'to form the basis for an appropriate

conceptualization of issues leading o effective assessment and

intervention.

(1) An efficient assessment of academic prdblems 'should yield
a clear description of a child's actual-skill'leVels within
the curriculum he/she is being instructed. This always involves
use of curriculum based materials, clear delineation of expected
.placement in -a curriculum, and direct assessment with curnctilum
based performance measures that may be repeated so that the,
impact of an intervention can be described and evaluated.

(2) An _efficient assessment always involves a formal
44

ass -
room asseSsment.of the Student's interaction wilTET;

in ass-
ssroom

variables that have a demonstrated functional relationship to
classroom achievement. 'Mese variables include immediately 40
impinging environmental events, various setting events, and teacher
planning behaviors.

(3) Given an efficient assessment, the resources and requirements
for a suCcessful intervention may be.delineated, thus clarifying
the need, for possible'special education irivolvement.

(4) Not all academic problems result-from deficit student skills;
they very often 'result from inefficient or detrimental classroom
practices.

(51 ,choice of.intervention must always take 4 (above) into
account and consider the least intrusive alteration of classroom
practices necessary-'for successful intervention. The effects
of interventions must be continually assessed with the direct
measures develped during'iniervention.
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1 Performance vs., skills deficits. It se ms clear from examining the

literature on anterventionwith,academic

prablems are a result of skills deficits.

bIems, that 'not all referred

A'differentiation betwe-ely

skills and performance deficits lieS,in,the fact that skills deficits

may require the aaquisition of new behaviorsr-before progress can

,occur, while performance deficits require changing the level of

performance afalready acqukred skills. It his been demamstrated

that some serous referring complaints can be.Temediated through

ulation of consequentlwts without a Concurrent. manipulation

of antecedent or' instructional events (e.g. Kazdirl=1-9-811:Such

roblemsi then, are lot necessari4k a result of the child lacking spetific

swills or abilities but are more positively conceptualized as a

failure to perform or to make adequate progress because the environment

does not adequately reinforce expected behaviors. In fact, once a

child is placed in a curriculum at the appropriate point (see below)

the problem is often to enhance rate of ptogress through the curriculum-

normal instruction may not need to be altered, although consequation

of performance mut-be. There are impl ations for assessment

derived from such a conceptualization. For example, a school

psychologist need not conduCt a fine-grained assessment of all

subskills in an academic area unless it is clear that!a successful

intervention requites such assessment. In that case the necessary

asSessment of intervention planning could still derive from direct

measures such as time' skill probes, and/on the -assessment'of appropriate

curriculum placqment (see below).`

iven these assumptions, the initial ,task,of assessment is to

identify expected levels of performance (i.e., expected materials'that

should 'have been covered and, mastered) identify where in the curriculum



the child's actuarskilis would place him/her, and to determine if a

more minute analysis of skills needs to be accomplished so that

progress through a curiiculuin possible. 'If 'the,child appears
sr

to have the desired skills, then the problem is conceptualized as one

.of performance deficit,and completion and accuracy of required

work should be a target of intervention and assessment. This is

.somewhat in contrast to common practices, where if the tested
1

deviancy of a student does not meet certain cutoffs, the student

typically does not receive furthur psychological services.
a _ -f
Identifying_s_pecildc_academic problems. The fact that curriculum-

test orierlap may not be sufficient for' describing the discrepancy

between actual and expected sutdent skills doesn't seem to negate

the necelsity for such a description. If assessment data are to be

functionally belated to interventions, acIear description of such

q discrepancy is necessary so that both the quantity of curricular

materials or objectives to be instructionally covered and specific

treatment goals may be established. A second requirement to be met

in connecting assessment and intervention is the establishment of

measures that may be taken repeatedly in order to continuo4sly )

evaluate the adequacy of intervention procedures. A final requirement

for completing the connection is an analysis of environmental, events that

are already related to the problem or that may be maniuplated to

salve the problem (see below)..

A well documented set of procedures exists to meet the first two
2

requirements--the data based procedures described by Deno and Mirkin,

(1977), and Lovitt (1981). Basically, these procedures involve two

levels of assessment: progress assessment in terms of curriculum-content'

or skill objectives that would 'need to be covered during intervention ;



and collection of performance data on more specific immediate skill

objectives or om "vital signs" (Deno et al, 1983) of performance

in an areas like re&ling. These latter assessments are made to clearly

specify at what point in,, a basic ski9s sequence a student can successfully

perform, to establish curriculum specific treatment goals, and to provide
0

continuous progress assessment. These measures typically involve

closely specifying 'the dimensions of a skiff' to be as sed (e.g.,

computation.oi addition facts, sums 0-10) and developi g probes contain-.

ing a number of problems constructed along the defined dimensions.

Data in the form of rates or percent correct are produced. Such

measures have been developed for numerous math skills, oral reading

skills, reading comprehension, handwriting, spelling, story problems

in math, and so forth (Deno et al, 1983; Deno & Mirkin, 1978; Lovitt;

1981). The probes are used both for baseline and post intervention .--

data.

a

For example, placement in a readin curriculum at the apbropriate

leVel of student competence may be acc mplished by timed probes 6f

oral.reading within the-sequential books, of the 'reading series.

Criterion levels of correct and, incorrect words, read per minute

and percent correct on comprehension questions have been established

for minimal success inny-level reading materials (Deno & Mirkin, 1978).

The brief timed probes may then be frequently administered so that the

difficulty level of reading materials may be increaseld systematigally

and tb provide a-continuous "vital sign" of reading ability ability in

-order to assess the impact of ally discrete intervention. It is emphasized

that repeated oral reading prolps have pr -oven quite sensitive to interven-

tions-such as specific phonics instruction in reading (Lovitt Hurlburt,

197S). Likewise repeated math skill probes hava, been shown sensitive



to the effects of various ihterventions. (Lovitt,, 1981), Both

types of measures are highly correlkted with. Standard achievement,_
Vtests providing a measure_ef, validity(Lovitt, 1981; Deno et al, 1983).

Thus, they provide valid, low response cost baseline measures anti

continuous direct assessment of the impact of specific interventions
on academic performance.

In order to ilolustrate the use of such measures, assume that
a school district uses a basal reading series with 15. levels (books);

first to sixth grade. A fourth grade child, who should be Otrforming
at book 12 istreferred.to the school psychologist because, of poor

performance..Beginning at level 12, the-Olild is asked to read for one
minute from three telected passages in each book., In addition he is atked
to answer five quettions about each passage. The district established

triter on instructional levelis the book in which at least 60 words/

min. are read correctly, fewer than 2-3 words/min. are incorrect, and 80%
_of the comprehension questicns re answered correctly. The student athieve

r
these criteria in book 8--this, then, is the ttudent's actual placement
while the expected placqment is in book 12. It should be noted that as

time passes, the expectancy increases. Thut.setting an actual goal

- for intervention requires deciding haw long the intervention will

occur, establishing the expected level at the end of that pericid,
.

and judging the required rate of progress by the discrePancy tetween
1actual and eltrapolated expectancy. The reading trobes may then be taken

repeatedly across time in the actual books the child is reading in
orr r to judge the effects of .treatment anbl to decide to mbve the Child4.

int more difficult books.
: ,,

More specific assessment of skillsmay beneeded to plan inter=
_

.

entions, for example assessment of speQific phonics skills or

vocabulary. Ases aie also drrect,-rOpeated, and taken from the

9



curriculuth o matched criterion referenced probes. More detalled
4 ,

performance assessment is made if intervention is specifically to be

aimed ht these skills. Otherwise, thesequence o instruction within

`the curriculum is followed and the built in pqagress assessment

prlaceduresJ.are used during. intervention. In'the latter case Intervention

is aimed_at achieving a rate oi progress adequate to meeting,the'

established treatment goals (in terns of desired curriculum placement).

44'final assessment available for use by the s-chool psychologist is

the built in criterion referenced mastery tests (end of book,;end of

chapter, end, of instructional module) that accompany almost all
A

standard reading and math basic skills'curricula. These-tests, ,if

given in the classroom or given by thepsychologist pr.ovide very specific

information about student mastery on skills previously covered in

the curriculuth. The authof is developing similar procedures to be

used with hig interest low ability adolescent curricula. In.summary,

the describe assessment piocedure results in a clear description

of the discrepancy between actual student abilities and specific expectedN,
*

'''

abilities
$ provides a measure to be iepeatedly used to assess progress,

and provideS for more specific asispssment of discrete instructional
. ..

oblectiveS. These_procedures have been demoxistrated effective in
....°... -

. ;

,

planning -interventions, the probe measures are highly correlated with
, 1 ,

standard achievemerit tests, and the procedures-can be used by L

school psychologpts (note 2).

Io'ikssessing the student-environment interaction. One _of the premiies
,

witlwin,,,these suggestecUpiocedures is that a formal assessment of certain

-cla srOoin.Variables and their-.interaction with student behavior shoUld

ne flyalways be made .'by the schodl psychalogi t du ring assessment 'of
i ,
academic' problems-. ;This is sometvha;idiSerent than thebehavioral

consultation model suggested by Bexgan (1977), where teacher intervtws
..

44, ilk

4
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may be used as the only contact point between psychologist and student.
r

It is strongly believed that full understanding of an academic problem
OV

leading to efficaciouS interventions, can only be attained through some

direct, in classroom observation, as well as-through teacher

'interviews. Le'

During the following discUssion the vai-iables related to academic

problems will be described as separate entities._ It should be initially

understdod that they are highly interrelated, and that the job of the

psychologist is to Make sense bf the relationship* for the purpose of,

problem analysis and 'planning of intervention. The variables deemed

potent in poor academic 'problems are gleaned from detailed analyses

of more traditional educational resear (e.g, Rosenshine, 19%1),

and from a host of small applied behavior analysis studies demonstrating

gunctional relationships in the classroom.

.

In the general sense several variables consistently. appear
. .

related to Academic achievement (Rosenshine, 1981) time allotted

for instruction; academic engagld time;,content covered; and dieCt

instrtiction. Experimental literature clearly, indicates that

manpulation of the contingencies of reinfoTcement and precise
. , i

determination of antece0ent stimulus vents are strongly ;related to

!improving-poor performance (e.g. Bush 11,*1978).-. Finally, teache?

use of discrete goals and continued progress monitoring s,been
,. , .

shown related to achievement
,

(Lovitt. 1981). This list'is not likely

exhauStive, but it seems generally sufficientfor a true psych8logica

sound analysis of academazproblems._
; 4

?The following list provides a,. piscrete examination of assessment

reqUi4.ements, draign from the list of potent 'variables. (1)-The
. .

.

psfthologist must\Assess,the absolute amount of time during a slop' day

-that is allotted for student Ostruction owork'in a problem area
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(2)A measure of student engagement during instruction or work in the

problem area must be'taken. While this.is approximated-by an obser4tional

analysis of "on task" behavior, it is more Meaningful if an analysis

is make of whether or not _materials used are-appropriate for student

Skills (see above); if thejrequency of accurate Student.responses

in a problem area is assessed; and if the proportion of allotted

instructional time that the attention .o the child (on task),with

high accurate responding, is directed towards teacher-instructiom

and work materials is. assessed. In order to 'make ske sueh an asessment

a direct observation(s) of instruction must occur. (s) Measures off

certain teacher behaviors, mainly the frequency and type of elicit Lion

of student responseS, frequency and latency of feedback about aceurae

frequency of evaluative praise-or negative:cOMMentS relating to

academic work, and student behavior at tlie time of contact must be

taken. Again, direct observation is required. (4) Contingencies for

work accuracy; and work completion should be assessed. For example,

ithat happens for prompt completion and high accuracy? .What happens

when Viork is inaccurate or incomplete? These are events beyond
, .

immediate teacher verbal behavior. .interview data and direct observation

are required. (5) Behaviors competitive with academic engageMent should

be measured, again,with both interviews and observation4 It is noted

that impro placement in curriculum result in "acting outY

behaviors as well .as such behaviois preventing adequate progrpss.

(6) it "i's' important to assess certain teacher decision making

behaviors. These include whether or not specific short and long term

t instructional goals have been established, whether student performance

data are collected and analyzed, whether-'or not specific academic skills

12
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have been identified for intervention, and What consistant alterations of

normal classroom insttuction have been made in an attempt to remediate the

problem.-

It is suggested that the above information be collected through a

specifically structured problem identification interview as well'as

through standardized classroom observations. The author has used an

observafion code developed by Saudargas (19gS) and has found it
If

to yield very useful data for analyzing problems and planning inter-

ventions.

NOrmal classroom environments do not often provide the maximum

levels of the above variables and rnost -students-still achieve

adequately. However;, even "normal" students could bOnefitfrOm more precise

environmenta an dgement. Furthur; referred students have de facto

failed to profit from normal structure, and have been demonstrated
.

(through research) to profit from structured alterations of)classroom

structures and contingencies. In order to examine the relationship of.

environmental variables to the problem, the school psychologist should

conceptualize that the ideal regular classroom environment for

improving academic progress should be structured to: engehder high

student-engagement in appropriate materials (including high.accuracy

.;in work), for adequate periods of time; to involve frequent accurate

responses. .that receive frequent'teacher feedback; to provide positive

consequences for accuracy and completion; to be managed through cur-

riculum based goals and progress'Anitoring. Student involvement in

goal setting and progress monitoring is highly desirable, and may

also act as an effective intervention (Van Houton, 1980). s a final

note, more precise analysis of actual instructional behavior may be

necessary to insure rapid skill acquisition (see Blankenship, 1978;
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Carnine, 1980).

Interventions with academic problems. In using relevant assessment
4

. * 1

information'to plan interventions, the resources in terms of tAxe

and persons to be involved must be assessed. Given i clear understanding ,.

.

#of the discrepancy in terms of materials aft must be covered and the
.e. _

f'.classroom environmental variables that need to be altered, decisituns

about required resources should be facilitated. However, there have

been a number of interventions implemented in the regular classroom

with few additional ,resources, that gave been demonstrate(' efficacious,

that are "molar" in nature, and charly involve alteration-ofone or

more of the variables discussed above. Examples of these will be

briefly described.

Reading performance has been significantly improved by improving
10

reinforcement for completion and accuracy of reading work (et.g.

Holt, 1971'; Rapport & Bostow, 1976;V Staats & Butterfield, 1965);

likewise for spelling accuracy (Lovitt, Guppy, & Blattner,, 1978).

Interventions have typically involved making access to desired activjties

or free time contingent on performance. Such interventions as

alteration of teacher contact` rates (Weiss, Bushell, & McLaughlin,1975)0

changing the types of work assignments within contingency requi,rements
he

(fixed page vs. fixed time).; andalIowing,children to skip parts of
. rbasal readers and to avoid drill contingent on improved performance

(Lovitt 6. Hanson, 1976) have also been effective in increasing progress

through curriculum materials, improving engagement, and improving

achievement test scores. None of these interventions require detailed

changes in classroom procedures.

e use.pf peer tutors (Harris & Sherman, 1973; Schwartz, 1977;

Greenwoo Sloane, & BaSkin, 1976), or community tutors (Staais, Minke,
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& Butler, 1970) has been very effective in improving reading and math

achieVement. -LikeWise, using parents to reinforce school performance

when the children arrive home has been effective (Trovato & Bucher,
. .

1980). Similar programs would not be difficult for school

psychologiststostart,andareeasny implemented for regular

education students.

Positive teacher attention contingent on specific,academic per-
. ,

tformance has remediated digit reversals (Hasazi & Hasizi, 1972; Stromer,

197S), and improved handwriting (Trapp, Milner-Davis, Joseph, & Cooper,

4978). Structured provision of feedback to students about performance,

graphing performance, and public display of performance `r sults have

been effective in ,improving academic work (ftan,Houton, & Fall, 1981;
! 4 '

Van Houten, 1978). Again, these interventions are inexpensive, don't

inv6lve a lot of extra teacher time and are remarkably effective.

There are many other published descriptibns of successful behavioral

interventions some also involving detailed )1t)terations of instructional

and teaching behaviors (Carnine, 1980; Hendr ickson, Roberts, &

Shares, 1978; Cullinan, Lloyd, & Epstein, 8X). A decision about what

type Of intervention to employ clearly dep s on the analysis of

relationships among assessment data, analysjiof available resources, and

degree of permissable intrusiveness in cliftroom structure. School
:7- 7

psychologists can accomplish such analyses,by following the suggested

procedures._ Furthur, alterati n of the assessment role in the

suggested direction does not prec ude empirically based assessment

of the need for special education (see Lentz E Shapiro, in press).

Summary. Use- of direct academic assessment, understanding

and assessing classroom variables known to be related to achievement,

hang a working knowledge of standard curYicuIa used within a school
C-

15
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and using such knowledge aad data to plan and evaluate-effective

interventions are procedures that make the connection between assess-

ment and intervention Very explj.cit. It is believed that use of

such procedures :rakes into account the relAionship of child behavior

to the surrounding environment and involves a sounder applicationL-of

basic psychological principles within the school structure. School

psychologists can no longer afford to function merely as gatekeepers

to special edttcation. Educational institutions; including the legal

basis for special services, could change so that others (educatioilal

diagnosticians, for iiistance) could legally perform all required

assessments for placements An special education, and do sci more

cheaply. If school psychologists are to be more valued members of

t.

edUcational institutions, then job roles must be Valued. The collection

and use of relevant information in the planning of successful remediation

of academic problems is one way to insure such evaluation.

16
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